Subject: Nigerian Relief: Report From Enclave Area

1. Following are Dewey's overall observations of just completed visit to enclave:

2. Disaster of major proportions appears to be developing here. Reports emanating to date from enclave area have generally seriously misrepresented dimensions of problem. Doctors and relief workers I talked to were surprised to hear of these reports and said that was not the way they were filed. At least one million people are in acute need now and situation grows worse daily. Present relief delivery capacities not nearly enough to cope. Relief effort is essentially paralyzed due behaviour of 3rd division in occupied areas. These actions, looting, raping, commandeering, are common to war but consequences here are blockage of relief effort. After brilliant tactical efforts, Obasanjo has now lost control of his troops. There is still, however, no evidence or charges of killing of civilians or other atrocities.
3. PROBLEM PARTICULARLY EXPLOSIVE BECAUSE PRESS HAVE SEEN JUST ENOUGH DURING RECENT ESCORTED VISIT TO REALIZE HOW INADEQUATE RELIEF EFFORT IS. FACT THAT OBASANJO NOW NOT PERMITTING THEM TO LEAVE PORT HARCOURT MEANS, AT LEAST, THEY WILL EVENTUALLY VENT THEIR UGLY MOOD AGAINST FMG AND OTHER GOVERNMENTS WHICH HAD BEEN LED BY SUCH REPORTS AS HAVE EMANATED FROM ENCLAVE TO BELIEVE SOMETHING SUBSTANTIAL WAS BEING DONE ABOUT RELIEF.

4. NEED CENTERS AROUND OWERRI WHERE FOUR-MAN AUSTRIAN TEAM AND ONE LORRY TRYING TO COPE WITH ABOUT 1 MILLION PEOPLE. SINCE MARKET FOOD COSTLY AND LIMITED, ONE LED TO CONCLUSION THAT MOST NEED FULL FEEDING NOW. ALL WILL NEED IT WITHIN A WEEK. ORLU AREA IS NEXT PRIORITY. EXACT NUMBERS ACCESSIBLE FROM ORLU CENTER NOT KNOWN, BUT DR. HOBBES (NRC AREA MEDICAL ADVISOR, ENUGU) ESTIMATES APPROXIMATELY SAME NUMBER LORRIES REQUIRED THERE AS FOR OWERRI. OHAFIA AREA NOT VISITED AND STILL PRETTY MUCH A BLANK. MEMBERS OF SCF TEAM 6 RECENTLY ARRIVED AT ORLU FROM AFIKPO DESCRIBED CONDITIONS AS VERY GRAVE, INCLUDING MANY WOUNDED SOLDIERS. APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION NEEDS RIGHT NOW ARE 200 TONS. AVERAGE DAILY DISTRIBUTION THIS WEEK HAS BEEN 40-50 TONS.

5. SUFFICIENCY OF LORRIES AT THIS POINT IS ALMOST ACADEMIC. BEHAVIOR OF 3RD DIVISION TROOPS PLACES RED CROSS RELIEF LORRIES IN CONSTANT JEOPARDY AND ELIMINATES, FOR THE MOMENT, USE OF CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLES HIDDEN IN ENCLAVE BUSH. COMMERCIAL OPERATORS ARE INSISTING ON ASSURANCES AGAINST LOSING THEIR VEHICLES, WHICH WOULD PROBABLY NEED TO INCLUDE A MILITARY POLICE ESCORT.

6. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS WITH THE 3RD DIVISION INCLUDE:
A. OBASANJO'S "RETURN TO BARRACKS" ORDER APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN IGNORED. UNSUPERVISED BANDS OF STRAGGLERS AND MARAUDERS ARE EVERYWHERE.
B. STRAGGLERS SET UP THEIR OWN INFORMAL CHECK POINTS ALONG ROADS, PRINCIPALLY TO GET RIDES. THEIR MANNER IS TYPICALLY ARGUMENTATIVE AND THREATENING. FAR MORE UNDISCIPLINED CHECKPOINT BEHAVIOR THAN I HAVE SEEN.
BEFORE ON EITHER SIDE. (MY ONLY CONTACT WITH 1ST DIVISION WAS AT SEVERAL OF ITS CHECKPOINTS BETWEEN ORLU AND ULI THIS A.M. 1ST DIV. SOLDIERS WERE VERY CORRECT AND COURTEOUS AND TRIED TO GET RIDES FOR NEEDY CIVILIANS RATHER THEN THEMSELVES.)

C. SOLDIERS ARE COMMANDEERING RED CROSS LORRIES TO HAUL BOTH MILITARY CARGO AND LOOT. ANY COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATE VEHICLE ON ROAD ALMOST CERTAIN TO BE CONFISCATED. EVERYONE DOING HIS BEST TO HIDE TRANSPORT IN BUSH. AUSTRIAN TEAM TRIED UNSUCCESSFULLY TODAY TO GET MILITARY LORRIES BADLY NEEDED FOR RELIEF DISTRIBUTION FROM 14 BRIGADE CO AND OMERRI. CO DID PROVIDE TWO DRUMS PETROL.

D. WIDESPREAD MOLESTING OF YOUNG WOMEN, PARTICULARLY NURSES. THIS IS PARALYZING HOSPITAL WORK AND WILL HINDER OPENING OF SICK BAYS EVEN WHEN FOOD IS AVAILABLE TO SERVICE THEM. RELIEF TEAMS TRYING TO FIND MALE NURSES AND OLD WOMEN TO SUPPLEMENT. FEW YOUNG NURSES WHO DO WORK ARRIVE LATE, LEAVE EARLY TO MINIMIZE RISK OF BEING MOLESTED.

E. SOLDIERS WERE OBSERVED AT EMEKUKU TEACHING HOSPITAL LOOTING ITEMS CRITICALLY NEEDED TO RESTORE SUCH FACILITIES TO NORMALCY. BROUGHT TO ATTENTION OF LT. IN CHARGE, WITHOUT RESULTS. LORRY LOADS OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS MOVING ALONG ROADS. MUCH INDISCRIMINATE DAMAGE NOTED IN AREAS LOOTED. (NOT ALL LOOTING DONE BY MILITARY; HOWEVER, MUCH ALSO DONE BY CIVILIANS IN AREA) GP-2.